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extraordinarily successful in restructuring techniques of governance in New York City
and leaving behind a legacy of increased class inequality. One of Brash’s takeaway
messages in his conclusion is that governance itself became a class project. In a nation
founded as a liberal democracy, it is perhaps more fruitful to view Bloomberg’s New
York as a window onto assemblages produced in late liberalism, as the transnational
capitalist class struggled to cope with volatile conditions of its own making.

Richard Perry
UC Berkeley

Space of Detention: The Making of a Transnational Gang Crisis
Elana Zilberg (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011)

I wish to situate Elana Zilberg’s book against a broader field of criminological
scholarship and justice policy with the goal of expanding a trans-disciplinary
readership for this important work. Elana Zilberg’s Space of Detention sets out to
“examine the current obsession with the so-called transnational youth-gang crisis
from the vantage point of the political history that constitutes the very ground that
obsession works to obscure: namely the ongoing participation of the United States
in the production and reproduction of violence in El Salvador” (p. 2). First then,
what this book is not is yet another glossy-bound criminal justice potboiler volume –
drearily familiar over the last two decades – about how crime gangs (here, the
transnational Mara Salvatrucha and 18th Street gangs) have come to wreak havoc
upon otherwise peaceable existing communities. Despite its subtitle, The Making
of a Transnational Gang Crisis, this book cannot be read as another description of
how the emergence of a pathological social entity, a “gang,” has sparked another
socio-political crisis. Indeed, it might be more accurate to invert this subtitle; readers
learn how a “crisis” of transnational governance has come to imagine and to fix
upon such an entity, i.e., a “gang”, as the prime cause of its problems. Zilberg argues
that the “making of a transnational gang” is the emergent artifact of a transnational
governmental crisis of much wider social and historical provenance.

Readers from the academic fields of criminal law and criminology or criminal justice
may note that Space of Detention is strikingly lacking in citations to the canon of
criminological works on gangs or even to the primary sub-disciplinary academic
periodical, Journal of Gang Research. But Zilberg engaged in a very different project.

The modern academic study of gangs emerged with the foundational 1927 work
by Frederick Thrasher, The Gang: A Study of 1313 Gangs in Chicago. Thrasher’s
writings are very much products of the First Chicago School of the early 20th cen-
tury Progressive Era. Working in that vein, rather than viewing crime and deviance
as products of individual or ethno-racial pathology, Thrasher and his associates
(Park, Burgess, Frazier, Wirth, among others) closely studied the forms of identity and
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agency that emerged within the radical specificity of local urban spaces as well as the
distinctive forms of speech and belief among the youth they studied. Thrasher’s influ-
ence includes his influence on, and subsequent collaboration with, James T. Farrell,
the novelist of Chicago street youth whose Studs Lonigan trilogy of novels (1932-35)
that are striking ethnographies of Chicago’s street life in the Great Depression.

Of course, with the benefit of nearly a century’s distance, today it is all too easy
for scholars to be struck by numerous blind spots (on gender and comparative
racialization, among many others) in the work of Thrasher and his associates. Yet,
the First Chicago School appears today as a trove of empirical insights and of
research paths less traveled when compared to so much of the intervening decades
of number-crunching criminal justice scholarship that has functioned effectively as
a command and control arm of repressive law enforcement and penality.

In Space of Detention, Elana Zilberg has taken up afresh the focus on spatial
analysis that distinguished the best of the First Chicago School. In the contemporary
moment, Zilberg’s rich historical ethnography of lived spaces constituted through
collective social practice appears as a useful corrective, as a counter-discourse to
the ubiquitous invocations of GIS (Geographic Information Systems) gang-crime
incident mapping that has become effectively the unreflective master cartography
of North American police power. Zilberg’s deployment of the term “securityscape”
offers scholars, as she says, “a way of understanding the spatial patterns of policing,
immigration, deportation, and reentry into the United States that connect Los
Angeles and its Salvadoran immigrant community to El Salvador, and to see
how gangs and immigrants have been woven into these ongoing entanglements”
(p. 3).

The First Chicago School’s “Chicago Area Project” was a Progressive Era effort
to apply local sociological knowledge toward an enlightened interventionism in
neighborhoods (such as youth athletic leagues and the planning of green spaces),
meanwhile Zilberg shows readers a very different application of local knowledge
in the spatial governmentality of gang abatement injunctions. As she observes,
“[i]njunctions draw upon highly localized geopolitical knowledge of city officials and
the intense scrutiny of the everyday practices of particular individuals...[the] crucial
phase in the development of an injunction is the identification of the dangerous
individual, who he is, where he hangs out, how he is to be characterized, his gang
affiliation, and how surveillance is to be exercised over him in an individual way”
(p. 93).

As Zilberg concludes in the closing pages of Space of Detention, her “book illustrates
how securityscapes have undermined the very sovereignties that they set out to defend
and the peace they set out to establish...[o]ur obsessions with transnational gang
youth mark a ritual repository of this violent transnational history from the wane of
the Cold War to the rise of the War on Terror. We only bleed further into one another”
(p. 239).


